COURSE MANUAL
Bridal Make up

Learning outcomes:
•
•

Understanding of the theory behind make up
Understanding of the anatomy of face

•
•

Understanding and adhering to strict hygiene practices
Working professionally and with integrity

•
•

Understanding the bridal styling process and acting with good etiquette
Ability to execute different make up techniques and looks to a high standard

•
•

Understanding of what different make up products are and how to use them
Ability to create new relevant and effective bridal make up and hair looks

•
•
•

Ability to interpret and execute a bridal client’s brief
General business principles and how to start business
Where to find work and how to promote business
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BRIDAL MAKE UP ARTIST GOLDEN RULES
As a professional Bridal Make up Artist and Hairstylist, you should always follow these golden rules
before starting to apply make up to your client:
1. Clean your hands and Tools!
Always have a bottle of hand sanitizer in your kit and clean your hands thoroughly between
clients.
2. Check for allergies or sensitivities!
Always check with your client if they have any known allergies or product sensitivities ideally
through completing a client consultation form before you begin. Also check if they have any
health conditions such as diabetes as this can affect your public liability insurance. Refer to your
insurance provider’s terms and conditions for advice.
3. Sit them in natural light!
Even if it is not ideal light, natural light is always better than standard house lights, which throw an
unnatural yellow glow over the face.
4. Make sure your brushes are clean!
There is nothing worse for a client to look at your brushes and see them dirty with other products
on them. Skin conditions and germs can spread easy and quickly, always be vigilant. Ensure your
brushes are clean between clients by using a brush cleaner and giving them a thorough clean at
the end of the day.
5. Put your lids on tight!
Nobody wants to be faced with opening up their kit and a whole pot of powder or pigment has
gone all over your products. Or you have left the lid off your gel liner and it has dried out. Always
make sure the lids are fastened securely and correctly.
6. Take your rubbish with you and leave the workstation as you found it!
Your client should never have to clear up after you. Always take a bag to put your rubbish in and
give work surfaces a wipe before leaving to remove any spilt product or powder. Always leave it
how you found it!
7. Always aim to be early!
It will take a good 15 minutes at least to set up your kit and workstation. When your call time
comes, you need to be ready to go especially when working on someone’s wedding.
8 Only accept a booking if you can fulfil it!
If you take a booking on then stick to it! This is so important when working with brides. Do not let a
bride down unless it is an emergency or out of your control and always try to have a back up. Try
and find another Artist locally who you can work with as a back up to one another.

1.

Face and Skin Theory

1.1

Basic Face and Skin Anatomy

As a Make up Artist, it is important that you have a good knowledge and understanding of the
anatomy of the face. By having this knowledge, it will give you a better understanding of the looks
you create and how they work.
In this section we will be going through a brief introduction to the anatomy of the face and hair. If
you wish to study this subject further and more in depth, please refer to the recommended
reading section at the back of this manual for suggested reading.
Below you can see the various muscles of the face that sit beneath the visible layer of skin. By
looking at this diagram and the direction of the different muscles, you can start to see the various
areas that as a Make up Artist you pay attention to such as where the cheekbones are situated,
the eye area etc.

Below you can see the anatomy of the skin including all the different layers of the skin. This is
important to learn as when faced with different skin types such as oily skin, dry skin and blemishes
etc, you will have the knowledge to know what is happening beyond that top layer of skin. The
skin’s condition can change due to a variety of different reasons such as changes in their diet,
medication or climate change.

1.2

Skin Tones

There are varying skin tones that you will come across as a Make up Artist from very light to very
dark. This can be due to ethnicity or other facts such as self tan or even a skin condition. The
selection of foundations in your professional kit needs to reflect the different skin tones you may
come across. You do not need to purchase a foundation for very skin tone to begin with as you
can mix foundations, as we will discuss further later.

1.3

Facial Structure, Shadows and Highlights

No two faces are the same and you will come across various different facial structures in your
career. Dependent on the different face shapes, you will use different techniques and tricks to
accentuate and flatter every face shape.

Every face has natural shadows and highlights where the light falls on the face. When we use
contouring, we are sculpting the face emphasizing the natural shadows and highlights. We will go
into further detail later on in how you can contour and sculpt the face using make up.

1.5

Contraindications

A contraindication is a condition or factor that may prevent you from carrying out a treatment on
your client. You should never diagnose a condition to your client. You should check with your
client whether they have any allergies or sensitivities before you work them ideally through filling in
a client consultation form that you should keep updated.
Potential contraindications, this list is not exhaustive but a selection:
•
•

Open sores, abrasions, cuts, blisters or bumps on the skin
Warts on the skin

•
•

Scabies
Recent scar tissue

•
•

Bruising
Burnt skin

•
•
•

Any swellings
Insect Bites
Psoriasis

•
•

Eczema
Dermatitis

•
•

Ringworm
Impetigo

•
•
•

Viral infections such as chicken pox and shingles
Rashes
Eye conditions such as conjunctivitis or styes

•

Cold sores

Refer to your insurer’s terms and conditions as to whether they have any restrictions to who you
can work on regarding age, medical conditions etc.

2.

Tools

2.1

Make up Brushes

There are many different types of make up brushes out there for you to use. It is good to try as
many out as you can to decide your preference. Below is a selection of the most popular types of
brushes out there:
Foundation Brush
Stipple Brush
Concealer Brush
Powder Brush

Angled Blusher Brush
Kabuki Blusher Brush
Angled Brush Eyeliner
Angled Brush Eyebrows
Lip Brush
Eyeshadow Brushes
Fan Contour Brush
Eyebrow Comb and Brush
Mascara Wand Brush
Fluffy Brush

2.2

Other tools

Other tools you may have in your kit:
MAKE UP
Cotton Buds
Cotton Pads
Cleansing Wipes/Cleanser
Hand Sanitizer
Plastic Bags
Tissues
Nail Polish Wipes
Brush Cleaner
Mascara Wands
Water
Nutritious Snack
Breath Mints/Spray
Plasters

2.3

Hygiene

It is imperative that you have outstanding hygiene practices so you do not spread any germs to
other clients. This includes but is not limited to:

•
•

Washing hands or sanitizing hands between clients
Cleaning make up brushes with brush cleaner between clients

•

Cleaning make up brushes every night with warm to hot water and baby shampoo/brush
wash

•
•

Not putting unused product back in its container
Removing product from the pot hygienically

•
•
•

Not blowing on brushes to remove excess product
Using a disposable mascara wand every time and not double dipping
Not using product straight from pot and keep putting your brush back in

•

Maintaining a clean and neat work station at all times

3.

Base Make up

3.1

Preparation/Skincare

A good base will not only help the make up stay on longer but also look its absolute best. If the
skin is too oily, the make up will slide or look greasy. If the skin is too dry, the make up may look
patchy and inconsistent.
Before applying make up, the skin needs to be well cleansed. Whether this is by the client or
yourself, you want to ensure that there is no make up on the skin to start with and it is clean. Then it
is time to prime or moisturise the skin. There are 2 main options to put on as ‘scaffolding’ for your
foundation and make up. Those two options are:
•
•

Primer
Moisturiser

Typically a moisturiser is used after the cleansing process and so your client may have already
applied this to their skin. If you are going to use a moisturiser on your client, make sure it is not too
rich and ideally you have left it 30 minutes before applying the foundation over it. The other
option is to use a primer. A primer is made specifically to go underneath make up and act as a
base to ensure longevity of the make up. If you are going to use a primer, make sure it is oil free so
the foundation does not slide on top as the day wears on.
Whether you use a moisturiser or a primer, once you have finished applying either, they should
disappear into the skin and not cause a film on top of the skin. When applying them, avoid the
eye area and do not apply it to the eyelids as they have a lot of natural oils on them already. If
you have a layer of oil sitting on top of the skin after application, carefully remove by gently
dabbing a tissue over the skin being careful not to wipe.
3.2

Foundation

Once you have fully prepared the skin, it is ready to apply foundation. A foundation is to even out
the skin tone, prepare the face for make up and to cover light blemishes. A foundation should not
be used as a concealer. Use the foundation first to cover blemishes and if they are still showing
through, then use a concealer. Cover the whole face in foundation including a little on the

eyelids avoiding going in the eye. Include going down the neck a little to avoid a line and also
remember to also cover your clients ears and on the bottom of their nose to ensure a full and
even coverage. If they have particularly good skin or they are a younger client, they may only
need a little foundation ‘here and there’ or even none at all. A lighter option would be to use a
tinted moisturiser.
You should build up foundation in thin layers not thick layers. If the application of the foundation
goes on too quickly, then the make up will look heavy and unnatural. Foundation can be applied
using the following tools:
•

Fingers – Ensuring your fingers are clean and fully sanitized. Some clients can feel that
someone else’s fingers are too intimate on their face. Be aware that our fingers are quite
warm and will melt the foundation easy. This can be a benefit but can also be a hindrance

•
•

at times.
Brush – There are a variety of different brushes you can use to apply foundation as
discussed. This is a popular option as it ensures a smooth and even coverage over the face.
Sponge – Disposable sponges are available to use but you need to make sure they are
latex free as some people have an allergy to latex. These tend to soak up a lot of the

•

product.
Beauty Blender – The little pink droplet shaped sponge type tool that you dampen and

•

then use. It is reusable and quite popular.
Airbrush – Foundation is applied onto the face through a fine mist to give a smooth and
‘HD’ appearance. Special foundations need to be used along with a good quality airbrush
applicator and compressor.

There are different formulations of foundation available. Although some brands just focus on a
universal foundation, it is worth knowing the different types. Please note though that you can only
mix foundations of the same formulation i.e. both water based to mix colours, not different:
•
•

Water based
Oil based

•
•

Silicone based
Mineral

As well as different formulations, there are also different styles of foundation or base make up as
follows:
•

Liquid

•
•

Cream
Cream to Powder

•
•

Loose Powder
Set Powder

•
•

Mousse or Whipped
Tinted moisturiser

•

BB cream

As you begin working as a Make up Artist, you will find your preference for both foundation
formulation and tool to apply foundation. Try a few different options and see what you prefer.
When picking the colour of foundation to use for your client, always test before applying all over
the face. The best place to test is on the jaw line. Always check in natural daylight to get the
truest match. If needs be, you can mix 2 foundations to get the right colour on the back of your
hand or in an empty palette.
3.3

Concealer

After you have applied a good and even base, you can then set about concealing any
blemishes, redness or dark circles under the eyes on the face. Concealer should be used sparingly
as it has a thicker and heavier consistency than foundation. Concealer comes in a range of
different styles too as below:
•
•
•

Liquid
Cream
Solid Stick

•
•

Powder
Highlighter under eye pen

If a client has any birthmarks, moles or scars, it is always worth asking first if they would like you to
cover it before just automatically starting to conceal it, as some clients prefer them left
untouched.
When covering spots or acne, if it is particularly red, then you can use the colour correction
technique and apply a little green concealer first before applying the normal concealer to help
‘knock back’ the redness. Always make sure you choose a suitably colour matched concealer to
the foundation so you do not end up with light or dark spots.
When concealing under the eye, you may wish to choose an under eye highlighter pen to reflect
the light. Be careful when using these though on a photoshoot as they can reflect the flash and
cause the camera to catch the light. When concealing under the eye, be very careful as it is a
delicate area. Only apply your concealer to the inside of the eye and not strips under both eyes.
Keep the product light and thin so it does not cake or crease under the eye.
3.4

Powder/Finishing

A good power will set the foundation and concealer without making it patchy or cakey. Avoid
putting further foundation on after you have set the original layer with powder as this can make it
go cakey.
Powder can come in a few main different styles as follows:
• Loose
• Set
• Mineral Veil
Powder can be coloured or it can be translucent or even looks white, whichever style you choose

is your decision. Special under eye powders are also available to brighten the under eye area.
If retouching, then you can use the powder you used to take away any shine or oil laying on the
skin. Alternatively you could use blotting papers or anti shine paper to remove the oily shine. This is
particularly worth recommending to bridal clients.
3.5

Blusher/Bronzer

After you have applied foundation, the face becomes a blank canvas. You then need to
reintroduce the natural elements of the face such as the contours and particularly colour in the
cheeks. Colour to the cheeks should always be added unless going for a particular look on a
photoshoot. Blushers mainly are available in shades of pinks, reds and browns. Pinks and reds can
be used for a more pretty youthful look and browns for a more mature look. Blushers come in a
range of different forms including:
•
•
•

Powder
Cream
Mousse/Whipped

•

Cheek Stain

To make your client look younger, focus the blusher on the apples of the cheeks. To make the
client look more mature, apply the blusher along the top of the cheekbone. You can also apply
bronzer as a blusher. Bronzer should not be put all over the face but focussed on the areas that
would usually catch the sun i.e. across the forehead, nose and cheeks.
Bronzer can also come in different forms such as:
• Powder
• Bronzing Balls
•

Multi coloured Block
Apply bronzer very lightly because you cannot take away the colour once put on.

4.

Facial Shadows and Highlights

4.1

Light and Shadows

It is extremely important that after you have created a blank bare canvas on the face with the
base make up to put the natural shadows and highlights back in. By emphasizing these shadows
and highlights, you can change the shape and features of the face. You can also flatter features
and create a more balanced look. You can see where the light naturally falls on the face to
create the highlights and shadows as below:

4.2

Techniques for Changing Features

You can also use contouring to help accentuate or flatter more obvious features of the face,
which is particularly useful for self-conscious bridal clients.
To empathise cheekbones, focus contouring deeply underneath the cheekbones and placing
blusher and a highlight on top of the cheeks.
To slim a nose down, focus contouring down each side of the nose and place a highlight down
the middle and on the end of the nose.
To reduce a prominent chin, focus contouring around the bottom of the chin and place the
highlight in the middle of the chin.
To shape a large forehead, focus contouring around the edge of the forehead and very carefully
and lightly highlight the forehead in the middle.

5.

Eye Make up

5.1

Eyebrows

Eyebrows are an important part of the face and make up. Good eyebrows can accentuate your
make up, frame the face and even make someone look younger. Eyebrows should always be
groomed and have make up applied to them if required.
Firstly, always brush the brows to get rid of any loose hairs and to style them into place. A client’s

eyebrows may need plucking, waxing or totally reshaping but you will need to work with what you
have at that moment. You can use the following make up to apply to eyebrows:
•

Pencil

•
•

Clear Mascara to hold hairs in place
Brow/Eyeshadow Powder

Or you could use a mixture of all 3 products to get the perfect brow. Eyebrows should start and
end as the below guide. Use a make up brush to measure these points.

Always try to give the brows a nice arch shape and by putting a highlighter on the brow bone, this
will set the eyebrows off.
5.2

Smoky Eyes

Smoky eyes are a very popular look that can be adapted in so many ways and for so many looks.
The art of the smoky eye is a lot of blending! You need 3 colours for your smoky eye:
•
•

Highlighter such as pearly white
Base Colour such as mid silver

•

Darker Colour such as dark silver or black

1) Apply the highlighter first on the brow bone under the eyebrow and in the corner of the eye.
2) Next, blend in the base shade to the socket of the eye and eyelid.
3) Then add the darker colour into the socket of the eye and on the end of the eyelid. Keep
blending making sure there are no harsh edges until you create a smoky effect.
5.3

Eye Liner

Eyeliner is a great way to add glamour and shape to your make up design. When applied
correctly, eyeliner can elongate the eyes, make them look striking and change the eye shape.
Eyeliner is available in many different styles as below:
•
•
•

Pencil
Liquid
Gel

•

Powder

The most popular style is liquid liner and comes in a variety of different colours and shades. How
the eyeliner is applied can change the look of the eye completely. Eyeliner should appear to be
a natural extension of your lower lash line if you imagine it continuing on. Be creative with your
liquid liner and experiment with it. Some popular styles are below:

5.4

False Eyelashes Application

False eyelashes are essential if you want big eyes and to really set off the make up. Available in
varying sizes, styles and forms, the possibilities with false lashes are endless! The most popular styles
are below:
As a Make up Artist, you will mostly be using strip lashes. Strip lashes nearly always need to be
trimmed down to fit the eye, otherwise they will pucker on ping off! To do this, use tweezers to
remove the lash from its container. Then ask your client to look down and temporarily place the
false lash on them. Trim if necessary. Then to apply, place a small blob of eyelash glue on the
back of your hand and run the false lash edge through the glue ensuring it is fully coated. Wave
around for about 30 seconds before applying to make the glue tacky. If you do not wait, the glue
will still be too wet and will not stick down as well as creating a mess on your lovely make up.
When ready, place the lash on the lash line sticking the middle first and then using your tweezers,
very carefully set into place the ends until the whole lash has stuck down. Ask your client to open
their eye carefully and ask them how it feels for them. Go over the top with liquid liner to hide any
visible glue if necessary.

6.

Lip Make up

6.1

Lipliner

Lip liner is essential when applying lipstick as it can help to hold the lipstick on for longer. Start with
the Cupid’s bow carefully shaping the middle of the top lip. Then do the middle of the bottom lip.
Once you have that basis, you can then finish lining the rest of the lips including filling the lips in
roughly as this will help the lipstick to last.
6.2

Lipstick and Lipgloss

It is always best to apply lipstick with a lipstick brush to ensure accuracy and longevity. Remove
the product hygienically from the pot and coat your lipstick brush with the product. Start to coat
the lips until they are fully coated and even. Remember to get right into the corners and inside the
lips. You can then add some lipgloss over the top if you wish for a glossy shiny effect.

7.

Bridal Make up

7.1

Natural

A lot of bridal clients will say to you that they do not wear a lot of make up on an every day basis
but would like to just be a more ‘polished’ version of themselves. For this, cleaning up and evening
out the skin is essential. In addition to this, also focus on:
• Grooming the eyebrows, keep the make up light on the eyebrows
• Use neutral eyeshadow shades, keep any eyeliner light. Use pencil or powder rather than
liquid liner.
•

7.2

Use a nice fresh lipstick or lipgloss colour, not too far away from the shade of their natural lip
colour
Dramatic

Some brides prefer a more dramatic look for their wedding day, something a bit different to what
they usually would apply. Always start off lighter to being with as more can always be added but
you cannot take it away once applied. Start with a dewy glowing base and then focus on:
• A lovely smoky eye with liquid liner
• Strong eyebrows but check if they usually have their eyebrows made up
•

A stronger than normal lip. They wish to have even a nice vintage red

8.

Bridal Consultation

8.1

Bridal Trial

The consultation or trial, is an opportunity for yourself and the bride to do the following before the
wedding day:
•

See how you get along and work with one another. It is just as important for the bride to

•

feel comfortable with you as it is for you to see if you can work with the bride.
Go through a client consultation form to record any allergies, sensitivities, wedding day
details etc.

•

•

Ask the bride to show you any styles, magazine clippings or pictures she has seen of styles
she likes. It is quite popular nowadays for the bride to have a Pinterest board of images to
show you,
An opportunity for you to tell the bride about your previous experience and styles that you
would recommend for her. Then once you are in agreement, you can commence with
your first style. Remember that the first style is what you have interpreted from what the

•

bride has told you. It is likely she may ask for a detail on the style to be different.
Find out about any other members of the wedding party that may need their hair or make
up doing. If you do not ask then they may just do it themselves but if you do ask, then they
may go for it.

•

Agree on the style and finalise the look. Always take plenty of pictures and write down the
different products and shades etc that you have used on the client consultation form.
Take a deposit to secure the date, advise the bride of how much she will need to pay and
when by. Send a receipt for the deposit if she requests it and an invoice given plenty of
notice of the final amount payable.

Prior to the trial, ask the bride the following In preparation for the trial:

8.2

•

To allow up to 3 hours for a hair and make up trial.

•
•

Collect pictures and images of styles she likes.
Bring a picture of the dress and bridesmaid dresses if applicable.

•
•

Bring a picture of her flowers and the colours if available.
Bring with her any accessories such as tiaras, hair clips or veils/fascinators.
Wedding Day

On the day itself, arrive early. It is always better to get there early then be late. The night before,
pack your kit and clean your brushes plus know your route and how you are going to get there.
Send the bride an email or call earlier that week to confirm details including location you are
going to, any money due to be paid and timing of your arrival. If going by car, check there is
parking available. Confirm with the bride whether you’ll be going straight to their room/suite or
calling when you arrive in reception. If you are running late, make sure that you tell her and keep
her informed at all times. Before you go, check with the bride or someone else close such as the
mother of the bride if everything is ok and happy for you to leave.
8.3

Post Wedding Day

When you start out it is important that you gain as many portfolio pictures and testimonials as
possible. Send a nice email to your bridal client about a week or so after their wedding (check for
when they are back from honeymoon!) congratulating them and thanking them for booking you.
Then ask in closing that you would appreciate any pictures and a testimonial if possible. If they
send you professional pictures, make sure you put any links to the photographer’s website as they
hold the copyright to the pictures,

Discounts
www.illamasqua.com Student: 20% Professional: 40% - free
MAC Cosmetics (instore) up to 40% - membership fee applicable
Make-up Forever – 35%, Contact www.presciousaboutmakeup.com
Bobbi Brown – Various, apply in London flagship stores
NARS – 40%, contact artistprogram-uk@narscosmetics.eu for an application form
NYX Cosmetics – apply online http://www.nyxcosmetics.co.uk/NYX_Make_Up_Artists_discount.html

Professional Make-up Shops
Guru Makeup Emporium
Studio 4 Filmer Mews
75 Filmer Road
Fulham
London
SW6 7JF
Telephone:++44(0)207 731 4646
Fax:++44(0)207 731 4376
Email: shop@gurumakeupemporium.com
Charles H. Fox Ltd.
22, Tavistock Street
Covent Garden
London
WC2E 7PY
Great Britain
Phone: +44 20/7240 3111
Fax: +44 20/7379 3410
E-mail: sales@charlesfox.co.uk
Web: www.charlesfox.co.uk
Screenface – Notting Hill
20 Powis Terrace
Off Westbourne Park Road
Notting Hill
London
W11 1JH
Tel: 020 7221 8289
Fax: 020 7792 9357
Email: info@screenface.co.uk
Screenface – Covent Garden
48 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London
WC2 9EP
Tel: 020 7836 3955
Fax: 020 7836 3944
PAM
6-7 Goldhawk Mews
Shepherds Bush
London
W12 8PA
+44 (0) 20 8740 0808
Recommended Further Reading
Anatomy and Physiology for Therapists and Healthcare Professionals by Ruth Hull (2009)
Make up Manual by Bobbi Brown (2008)

